The demands on storage systems are increasingly requiring expressiveness, fault-tolerance, security, distribution, etc 
Introduction
A traditional computer system simply views storage as a linear or at most hierarchical structure where data is stored. Operating systems, applications, or even the users, typically handled all functionalities related to storage organization, fault-tolerance, recovery, security, privacy, etc. However, current trends indicate that this simplistic approach is not sufficient for the increasingly complex data management task associated with modern applications. As modern storage systems are virtualized over multiple distributed components (e.g., multiple physical disks over a network), the * Supported in part by IBM 2002 IBM -2003 IBM , 2003 IBM -2004 IBM , 2004 IBM -2005 Ph.D.
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complexities arising from a multitude of failures increase significantly. In such environments, if reliability is not provided at the storage level, the burden is transferred to the application components resulting in duplication of efforts. Similarly, due to the distributed nature of most current applications, data privacy and data security have become a major concern. Therefore security also needs to be incorporated at the storage level. As technology advances, storage lifetime cost becomes dominated by storage management cost rather than acquisition cost in data center environment. Since data accesses are typically skewed, data compression mechanisms can be used to reduce storage management costs.
Due to the above mentioned reasons, value in storage systems has shifted into system services, providing enforced modularity. In general, storage systems are beginning to incorporate features like storage discovery; resource management and configuration; security and billing; redundancy management; high availability like clustering and fail-over; capacity planning, etc. DBMSs already offer many services sought by storage systems [13, 18, 26, 19, 3, 4, 31, 20] . Clearly, if performance was not a concern, there is a good reason for storage systems to consider leveraging DBMS. New file systems, such as Longhorn, are embedding database technology, and J2EE application server toolkits are providing a Java DBMS. In order for database technology to be successfully deployed at the storage management level, we need to tackle the performance issues associated with DBMS. Commercial databases have significant performance overhead because they are designed in full generality to be able to model and support diverse types of applications ranging from financial applications to geographical information systems. In this paper we exploit the simple semantics of storage management systems to streamline database performance and thus attain acceptability from a storage point of view. We strive to strike a balance between functionality and performance in a DBMS-based storage management system.
The central problem to solve in storage systems is to take an arbitrary number of physical disks, partition the space on these disks dynamically, and give host processors the view that each partition is a disk, or more precisely a "virtual disk". The data mapping mechanism, as well as the management on virtual and physical disks, is commonly referred to as block virtualization. Block virtualization has been implemented in hardware [10, 29] and by operating system specific software [16, 2] . To make it easier to exploit the hardware improvement curve, we propose the implementation of block virtualization by embedding a commercial offthe-shelf software component, which is processor and operating system independent. Storage systems are required to a) share storage correctly, b) scale with number of users and size of storage, c) be robust to failures, and d) support copy services. Data Base Management Systems (DBMSs) satisfy the requirements and are at the same time portable across processor and operating systems. As a demonstration, we have built a prototype of a storage virtualization system leveraging DBMS techniques, called SVL. Specifically, our contributions in this paper are three fold.
1. We address the issue of how to design a block virtualization engine based on a DBMS for real time storage systems. The mapping between logical blocks and physical blocks, and the interface mapping between I/O system and embedded DBMS are presented. 2. We show how easy it is to utilize existing DBMS functionalities to implement block level storage compression and encryption, which are highly valuable in storage systems. 3. Performance evaluation, based on real I/O traces, is conducted extensively for SVL. It shows that we have made dramatic improvements in reducing CPU overhead and latency. While delivering significantly more functionality, our embedded DBMS solution achieves efficiency comparable to the OS specific virtual shared disk (VSD) virtualization engine [2] . The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies related work. We propose the block mapping and IO interface mapping between IO subsystem and SVL in Section 3. In addition, we show how storage compression and encryption can be implemented easily in SVL. In Section 4, we present four approaches to cut through many layers of the embedded DBMS. Performance analysis based on experiments with four IO traces is reported in Section 5. Finally, we conclude and explore future work in Section 6.
Related Work
Storage block virtualization first appeared in the MVS operating system [15] and is over two decades old. Modern operating systems, like AIX [16] , support logical volumes striped over directly attached physical devices and virtual shared disk across multiple nodes. However these block virtualization engines as well as their built-in functions, such as recoverability, mirroring, are built from scratch. Given that DBMSs already virtualize the physical storage into tuples and DBMSs are fully developed and tested, we exploit, for the first time, an off-the-shelf software component to implement block virtualization.
File systems have exploited DBMS in the past, primarily to make metadata persistent. Datalinks [7] used the DBMS referential integrity functionality and made it available to file systems. SRB [28] , the storage resource broker, stored metadata in the DBMS and coordinated backup, versioning and recovery of local and remote file collections. In all these cases, DBMS access was done out of band. We propose to place and access storage blocks in the DBMS in band.
Some embedded data management engines, such as Berkeley DB [5] , have been developed to provide light-weight integration of DBMS functions to softwares. However, none of the existing solutions address the problem of embedding a DBMS into storage system at the device controller level. Our embedded DBMS delivers capabilities that are necessary for block virtualization, valuable in providing useful functions, and entirely self-contained. For example, Facade [22] provides QoS for storage systems. Quartermaster [23] provides QoS for DBMS. Venti [27] uses block storage as a basis for providing archives. SnapMirror [25] supports disaster recovery by using asynchronous mirroring to ensure the consistency. The DBMS log along with an initial copy of the database may be regarded as a continuously maintained archive capable of supporting time travel, e.g. point-in-time recovery. Standard cryptography techniques for storage were advocated by Aguilera et al. [1] . DBMSs already support encryption [6] . Most importantly, DBMSs are capable of a rich class of functionalities, including transaction processing, table/column/cell level encryption, bufferpool management, etc. The embedded DBMS proposed in this paper will be able to inherit such functionalities.
DBMS-based Block Virtualization
In a typical storage virtualization system [32, 16] , the IO requests from the application are specified in terms of the addresses of the logical blocks. The role of the virtualization engine is to translate these logical block addresses to the actual physical block addresses. In particular, a logical block is often modeled as a triplet LU N id, bnum, data , where LU N id is the logical disk ID 1 , bnum represents the block number in that logical disk, and data is the block data referred by bnum. A physical block is modeled differently for different protocols. For instance, a block for a disk is represented as a quintet, disk, cylinder, head, sector, data .
In this section, we will present the details of how these logical and physical schemes can be mapped and accessed in SVL using relational schemas.
Logical-to-physical Mapping
The data present on the logical disks (LUNs), as well as on the physical disks, can be represented as block vectors; a block vector is a set of consecutive blocks. A physical block vector consists of a set of 512 byte consecutive blocks from the same physical device. The entire physical storage, which consists of several physical devices, can thus be modeled as r physical block vectors as shown below. Here p i j is the jth physical block of the ith physical device P V i .
. . .
Similarly, the logical disks, namely LUNs, are defined in terms of n logical block vectors as follows.
where b i j is the contents of the jth block of logical block vector BV i . In SVL, we propose to define the r physical block vectors, the n logical block vectors, and their mapping using DBMS objects.
First, for each logical block vector BV i , we define a table block vector T BV i , whose table schema is (block.number, block.data). The field block.number is an integer, which uniquely identifies the block. The field block.data stores the content of the block, which is a 512-Byte binary.
Second, each physical block vector P V j is represented by a container CP V j . DBMS supports containers residing on files or on raw devices, namely disks or disk partitions exported through raw IO interface. We deploy the raw device containers in order to allow the DBMS to manage the storage subsystems directly. A container consists of pages, the smallest IO unit in DBMS. Each page contains records, each of which represents a physical block.
Finally, a 
IO Access Interface
The storage system stack with SVL is shown in Figure 1 . An IO request is translated into one or more DBMS calls, i.e. SQLs, and passed from the logical storage subsystem to the embedded DBMS. DBMS further accesses the physical storage, manipulates the data and replies to the IO initiator. Before defining the mapping from the standard IO requests to SQLs, we first describe the standard IO access interface. IO requests from the device drivers are initiated by a special set of commands. In this paper, we follow the IO command format described in the SCSI standard and map them to SQLs. Since the most important IO commands are read and write calls, we restrict our scope to read and write IOs in this paper. A block IO request is described by 5 parameters: (T , i, s, n, C). T describes whether the access type is a read or write. The logical block vector number i is the second parameter. The third parameter s identifies the starting block to be accessed within the logical block vector BV i . The fourth parameter n indicates the number of consecutive blocks that needs to be accessed. The last parameter C contains the contents of the blocks to be updated for write access. For a read access, C is the return parameter containing the blocks being read.
Mapping IO requests to SQL
Use of a DBMS in a traditional way to serve the purpose of block virtualization exposes large performance overheads. This is a major concern because I/O subsystems have real time requirements. Hence, we take a traditional DBMS and tune its usage initially to achieve high efficiency. We use static SQL procedure to reduce the query optimization overhead, and modify the table schema to reduce the number of SQLs per IO call.
3.3.1. Static SQL Each IO request issued to SVL could have more than one way to be executed because the tables, indices and other DBMS objects may change over time. We observe that the IO request size is limited by system configuration or characteristics, e.g. 124 KB in linux system. Given the LUN size is several gigabytes, or even terabytes, such IO requests only access a small portion of TBV, resulting in high query selectivity. We also created a clustered index on block.number to ensure that consecutive logical blocks are stored sequentially and physically adjacent. The query optimizer produces the same index scan access method for all read and write IOs in SVL. Hence optimizing once and reusing the optimized plan for subsequent SQLs can dramatically save redundant compilations. This is achieved by exploiting the Static SQL [17] feature in the conventional DBMS. Note that there can be IO requests accessing the whole TBV i (without predicate) for special purpose operations. In this case, table scan is more preferable than index scan. Hence, we treat the IO requests that manipulate the entire LUN separately by using table scan.
READ:
WRITE:
WHERE block.number = j; } Table 1 : SQL Procedure for IO requests Table 1 illustrates the SQL procedures for read and write IOs in SVL. array[j] denotes the jth block in array. For read IOs, we fetch one row through one SQL query and attach it to output variable C. For write IOs, we extract blocks from C, and update each row with the new block data.
Block Accumulation
As shown in the previous section, the number of SQL calls for read and write IOs is proportional to the number of rows accessed. If the number of rows processed by an IO request is reduced, the overhead due to SQL invocation can also be reduced. To achieve this, we modify the table schema, so that multiple consecutive blocks are stored together within a single row, referred to as block accumulation. Note that this method trades off efficiency for multiple block I/Os at the cost of single block I/Os. Our justification for adopting this method is based on the real life storage-level traces [9, 30] , which exhibit a large portion of large sized I/Os.
With block accumulation, a tuple in
TBV tables with new schema still contain two fields, block.number, which identifies the first block in a row, and block.data, which consists of k consecutive logical blocks. We now analyze how to find out the value of k. DBMSs read or write rows in units of data pages, whose size is often a multiple of 4KBs. A data page consists of a page header, pointers to the rows in the page, and data records, one each row. The former two data structures constitute page metadata. Given that rows may not span pages, to maximize data page utilization, we put as many blocks as possible into one page and merge them into one row. Therefore, the value of k is given as follows.
For instance, if the page size is 8K bytes, page metadata is 400 bytes and block size is 512 bytes, then k equals to 15. In summary, the number of rows (also SQLs) processed by the DBMS for the block range [s, s + n − 1] reduces from n to n/k or n/k + 1. Note that block accumulation also saves on the index space cost and the amount of record header in data pages, because we reduce the number of keys in a table. The procedures with SQLs for read IOs and write IOs are presented in Table 2 and Table 3 . array[j 1 ...j 2 ] denotes all the blocks from the j 1 th block to the j 2 th block in array. Note that for data access to any number of rows in one page, the IO cost is one page. Therefore, block accumulation does not introduce extra IO cost (when logging is not considered).
/*Process the other rows*/ } 
Leveraging DBMS functionalities
Having established that it is a viable option to leverage a DBMS for block virtualization, we further present more compelling reasons to do so. DBMS technology in general is mature and proven. To illustrate the vast opportunities in leveraging the DBMS functionalities, we describe how storage virtualization engine could easily inherit basic data mapping functions, such as the encryption and compression features, from DBMS.
Storage Encryption
In many instances, it is not possible to give a 100% guarantee that a storage network is safe from all attacks. In fact, encrypting stored data has emerged as a legal requirement for some storage applications. Many DBMSs already support encryption via built-in functions [6] . We implemented block level encryption by adding the ENCRYPT and DECRYPT functions to the SQL statements shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Therefore, k blocks in one row are stored as one encrypted chunk. The select clause simply becomes "SE-LECT DECRYPT(block.data)". The update clause simply becomes "UPDATE ENCRYPT(block.data)". 
Storage Compression
Compression trades off CPU for storage efficiency. According to the "80/20" rule, the greater portion of stored data is less often accessed. Hence less often accessed storage is an ideal candidate for compression [12] . Tradeoffs in the context of information management applications have been previously analyzed [18, 11] , where compression is found to be valuable. Previous studies show that a slight increase in CPU cycles is more than offset by IO savings, which can be as high as 60% to 80%. On the other hand, storage maintenance has become the largest component of the storage life cycle cost. Corporate customers are billed for storage maintenance on units of per GB per month. Storage compression directly reduces the storage maintenance bill. Similar to encryption, the implementation of storage compression for our DBMS-based storage virtualization system can leverage existing built-in functions. We simply add the compression verb into the SQL statements in Table 2 and Table 3 . Therefore, the select clause becomes "SE-LECT UNCOMPRESS(block.data)", and the update clause becomes "UPDATE COMPRESS(block.data)".
SVL-specific Optimization Strategies
In this section we develop various SVL-specific strategies to optimize the query performance for logical IO requests by incorporating several modifications to the DBMS kernel. The major performance cost in SVL are computational, IO, and space overheads. The computational cost arises mainly for client-server communication, index access and table access. The IO cost is dominated by the index and table retrieval, while space is consumed by the table records, the index used to locate table records, the DBMS image itself and meta data including catalog, record header, etc. To reduce the overheads, we first show that the storage layout of SVL can be best implemented by completely eliminating the need for indexes. Second, we propose the use of new built-in functions in order to reduce the number of SQL calls per IO request and the expensive clientserver hand-shaking. Third, we propose a communication caching mechanism to further reduce the client-server communication cost. Space overhead can be reduced by employing compression. However, before compression can be used, we need to incorporate support for efficient access to variable length record. Finally, we present a novel index access method for this purpose.
Range Clustered Table
Conventionally, there are two ways to access a record in a DBMS, namely table scan and index scan. Both approaches may introduce significant CPU and IO overheads in addition to the cost necessary to access the target data. We now describe a storage layout for the tables in SVL to minimize the data access cost.
As described in Section 3.3.2, in SVL, each record contains k fixed size blocks. Therefore updates are made in place, and the records are thus never moved. It is then possible to lay out records in such a way that their address may be computed directly using a mathematical formula. Such an organization for records is called a Range Clustered Table (RCT). We refer to the corresponding access method as Table Direct Access (TDA). The DBMS, we used, was capable of supporting TDA. The compiler models the RCT table as a regular table with a secondary B-tree index. The virtual index, which is simply fomulae to calculate record location, works well because the RCT lookup function is similar to a B-tree in the sense that it is a method to obtain a RID (RowID) value quickly. The real difference is that the lookup is implemented functionally rather than through a physical structure.
With this approach, data record access becomes much less expensive in terms of CPU instructions by avoiding the B-tree traversal. It also eliminates the need for an index, and therefore reduces both the space and the index IO overhead.
New Built-in Functions
Earlier, we proposed that k virtual blocks be mapped to one record. As shown in Table 2 and Table 3 , IO requests accessing n blocks invoke approximately n k SQL calls. Each of these SQL calls will go through the entire query processing phase and thus introduce significant CPU and communication cost. In this section, we propose two new built-in functions, namely, CONCAT and DECONCAT, to reduce the number of SQLs for a single IO request to just one.
CONCAT Aggregation Function
For read IO requests, we would ideally like to concatenate the block.data contents from multiple records on the DBMS server and return them as a single record answer. However, this simple mechanism is not adequate especially when the length of the resulting record is long. The reason is that the DBMS breaks a large single record into small pieces and sends them through multiple communications due to the size limit of communication buffer. For the special but important case, when the DBMS client and server are both located on the same controller, we can solve this problem by having the client and server communicate via IPC shared memory.
The CONCAT function executes in several iterations, once per row. Before processing the first row, we need to access the shared memory section which passes the data from client to server. For each iteration, the data of the current row is appended to the shared memory sequentially (the blocks are thus concatenated). After all the rows are processed, the connection to shared memory is terminated and procedure exits.
The SQL for a read IO using our CONCAT function is shown below. The input parameters to the CONCAT function are block.data, the column to be aggregated on, sm, the shared memory pointer, s and n, which are used to calculate the offset for the partial content in the first and last rows. The output of CONCAT is NULL since the query results are already placed in the shared memory. It just serves as an end-of-query signal. On receiving the end-of-query signal from the DBMS server, the DBMS client application fetches the concatenated blocks from the shared memory.
DECONCAT Scalar Function
For write IO requests, we implement a DECONCAT scalar function. As a scalar function, DECONCAT is invoked for each row. The shared memory attach/detach operations are the same as CONCAT. The output of DECONCAT is the new row content for update. The SQL for a write IO request is shown as follows.
The DECONCAT function extracts the new row content from the shared memory for update. The same input parameters sm, s, and n as CONCAT are used in DECONCAT. In addition, block.data and block.number are required to treat the first and the last rows differently from the other rows. These two rows may only be partially updated while we have to provide the entire row content due to the SQL update semantics. Thus the new rows need to be constructed from both the old rows and its partial new content in the shared memory.
Handling Compression and Encryption
Having developed the CONCAT and DECONCAT functions for plain blocks, we now discuss how to handle encrypted and compressed blocks.
We concatenate blocks after decrypting them using CONCAT(DECRYPT(block.data), sm, s, n) for read IOs. We encrypt blocks after de-concatenating them using ENCRYPT(DECONCAT(block.data, sm, s, n, block.number)) for write IOs. Note that, for the write IO requests, we need to slightly revise the DECONCAT function. That is, since the IO requests may not align with the first row and the last row, we need to obtain the original row content in order to generate the new row. However, these two rows are already encrypted, we have to decrypt these two rows first before calling the DECONCAT function.
We handle compressed blocks similarly to encrypted blocks. The CONCAT function is replaced with CONCAT(UNCOMPRESS(block.data), sm, s, n), and the DECONCAT function is replaced with COMPRESS(DECONCAT( block.data, sm, s, n, block.number)). The DECONCAT function also needs minor change for the same reason discussed in encrypted case.
Communication Buffer Caching
Most commercial DBMSs use the client server architecture. Typically, the DBMS client and server communicate with each other through the DB communication (comm for short) layer for both local and remote requests, which contributes to expensive comm overhead in SVL. The DBMS client first sends SQL queries to the comm layer and a comm buffer is constructed based on the SQL query. The comm buffer consists of the ID of the previously optimized query and input parameters. Next, the comm layer delivers the comm buffer to the DBMS server through the lower level networking protocol. When the DBMS server completes query execution, it sends the results through the comm layer to the client in the reverse path.
In general, for each query, it is necessary to go through the entire procedure described above. Note that for all the IO requests through SVL, the same queries are sent for the reads and the same queries are sent for the writes. For the same type of IO requests, the queries differ only in the parameter values used. From the SQL queries developed in Section 4.2.1 and Section 4.2.2, the input parameters to the comm buffer are TBV i , sm, s, n, s/k × k, and (s+n−1)/k ×k. We eliminate the redundant comm structure construction by caching the comm buffer in SVL. The cached comm buffer stays available over the life time of a connection between the client and the server. We replace the input parameters in the cached comm buffer with new values from the coming query. This way, the queries can be delivered more efficiently after the DBMS loads the cached comm buffer by just changing its input parameters.
Handling Variable Length Blocks
Compression and encryption render fixed size plain blocks into variable sized compressed or encrypted blocks. This unfortunately makes the RCT no longer applicable. The challenge is then how to store and manage variable length blocks efficiently.
Index Based Access
There are two state-of-the-art techniques tackling the problems of variable length records. The log structured array approach appends every updated (or newly created) block to the end of the block vector, while simultaneously reclaiming space left by holes [8] . The DBMS-based approach is to introduce some extra space for a set of variable length blocks to accommodate changes in the size of a block. This way it maintains the sequentiality of records much better than log structured array. This feature is important for SVL, because commercial and scientific applications are known to have highly sequential IO reference pattern [14, 24] and the expectation of these applications are better preserved by maintaining sequentiality.
Since the compressed blocks have variable length, and the location of the blocks may vary over time, a method of indirection is necessary to locate the compressed blocks. Therefore, an index built on block.number plus the intrapage indirection, namely the forward address in the data page, could serve as the method for access. The forward address allows records to be moved around in pages without changing the index. The execution of a SQL operation therefore picks the access path through the index to access the data. We observe that the CPU overhead of navigating the B-tree can be significant in our case. It happens when when the IO size is not large, and therefore the B-tree traversal cost is much larger than index page access through the leaf page links; or when the size of the virtual block vector changes, referred to as LUN resizing. The change in LUN size can be significant. In SVL, it results in a large amount of insertion and deletion of table rows. Thus, extensive amount of B-tree non-leaf node splits and merges will be observed during the LUN resizing. From the above concerns, reducing index operation cost becomes important. We are inspired by the Table Direct Access method mentioned before and develop a new index access method to achieve this goal.
Index Direct Access
We first analyze the record structure in the index built on block.number. A index record on the leaf level consists of two fields, key block.number and RID pointing to the data page and the slot linking to the corresponding record. We observe the following facts on the leaf level: 1) both key block.number and RID have fixed size unique value; 2) all values between the maximum and minimum values of the key are presented. We propose, implement and benchmark an analog of the TDA technique for index entries. The access of index entry can be found by a formula and index structure is simply tabular. Therefore, we eliminated binary search and directly accessed the exact index page and the exact index entry directly. We call the special index structure Range Clustered Index (RCI) and the access method Index Direct Access (IDA). Figure 2 depicts the index structure in range clustered index. We eliminate the need for a B-tree by constructing a single level index layout. Each index record can be directly located using mathematical formulae. Given the value of the corresponding key of a index record, r, its page number, P ageNum(r), and the offset in the page, Of f set(r) are calculated as follows.
Of f set(r) = (r mod l) × sizeof (record) + header;
where l is the number of index records in an index page, metapage represents the number of pages used to store meta data of the index, and header is the space consumed by header of an index page. RCI has several advantages over B-tree index in SVL. Assume that the B-tree root page and intermediate page fan-out is l B , the index height is h, and the table cardinality is c. The RCI space consumption is O(c) compared to
−i ) using B-tree. The first RID read operation from a SQL execution involves O(1) index page access in RCI compared to O(h) in B-tree. An LUN resize operation includes both increase in LUN size and decrease in LUN size. For both cases, a B-tree index needs to insert or delete index record one by one, which is very expensive. Although there is a bulk loading utility to build index records in a bottom up approach, and therefore the whole process is much cheaper than individual inserts, we still need to construct intermediate nodes. For RCI, we simply append new index records to the current index structure or remove deleted index records from the end of the index structure. If the change of table size is x%, the index operation cost of LUN resize is only O(x% × c). 
Experimental Study
CPU consumption, latency and space overheads are the primary concerns when using a DBMS for block virtualization. The techniques described in the prior section help to reduce both performance overhead and space overheads. Since we are studying OS/hardware independent software based block virtualization, we select a commercial block virtualization engine, namely AIX OS-specific virtual shared disk [2] (VSD), as the software to benchmark against. VSD has been developed for over 10 years. It also supports recoverability among distributed nodes. Its local request processing has a very short path length because it bypasses network overhead. Due to all these aspects, VSD is the available engine which provides the services closest to our embedded DBMS. Since absolute timings are more reflective of processor speed and disk speed, we will report CPU and latency comparisons as a ratio of the CPU time and elapsed time taken by the DBMS solution over the these taken by the VSD solution. Space overhead is given as a percentage of the extra space needed by the DBMS solution over the raw bytes managed.
Experimental Setup
We conducted an experimental study by running the two block virtualization implementations on the AIX operating system on an IBM pSeries Model 690 processor featuring 2GB main memory and four 16 GB disks.
Traces. We conducted an IO trace driven study using various traces from file systems and DBMS applications. The IO traces capture disk accesses by databases, a web search engine, and an HP-UX server. All traces are representative of workloads seen by storage controllers or disks, since they have been filtered by up-stream caches. A comprehensive collection of disk IO traces is available from Bringham Young University [9] . The trace BYU represents disk IO accesses generated by TPC-C benchmark on a Postgres 7.1.2 DBMS. The second trace, called US2, is generated from a server and captures the disk operations from various applications running on HP-UX. We used two other traces published by the Storage Performance Council (SPC) [30] . The trace WebSearch3 contains disk accesses initiated by a large commercial search engine in response to various web search requests and is predominantly reads. It was captured over roughly six hours of access from file systems. The trace Financial2 was collected by monitoring requests to disks of an OLTP application at a large financial institution. This trace has reads and writes with small IO sizes. The distribution of the number of consecutive blocks involved in an IO can be found in Figure 3 . It describes the fraction of read and write IOs with different sizes.
DBMS Configuration. We ran tests on DB2 ESE v8.2 DBMS with our modifications. DBMS table spaces were defined on 2 raw SCSI disks. A 10GB table space, supported by a 20MB main memory buffer, used 8KB database pages as the unit of buffering. The block accesses were driven by SQL calls directly. The table space extent size is set to 8 pages, which is 64 KB.
VSD Configuration. A 10GB AIX virtual shared disk was defined on two SCSI disks, each with 5GB capacity. It is managed by AIX's Reliable and Scalable Cluster Technology (RSCT). 20MB of main memory was used for VSD buffer too. The block accesses were driven by raw IO calls. The stripe length is set to 64 KB.
Measurements. We used system tracing tools to accumulate CPU costs. The tools use a CPU generated interrupt after each branch instruction of a designated program or the entire system. We measured both for raw IO supported by VSD and the equivalent SQL call to SVL. Latency is measured by the elapsed time of VSD IOs and SVL IOs.
Experimental Results for Fixed Length Blocks
We first describe the experimental results for IOs with fixed size blocks. We do not include compression in the implementation and use TDA to optimize for data access as the initial set up.
Impact of DBMS Optimization
We first measured the CPU cost for IO requests with various sizes, i.e. 8, 16, 32,..., 248. The results are independent of traces. One set of measurements was taken without any tuning or changes to the DBMS. Each improvement, discussed in the previ- Figure 5 : Impact of IO size on CPU ratio for SVL vs VSD ous sections, was incorporated accumulatively. We showed the cumulative effect of multiple improvements in Figure 4 . While the improvements differs in magnitude for IOs with different sizes, there is a common trend, and we illustrate this trend from 8 block read IO in Figure 4 (a). When we use only the TDA method, the CPU ratio of DBMS over VSD is almost 30. One-time DBMS query optimization brings the CPU ratio close to 4. The ratio is improved to 2.97 using block accumulation. It is further brought down to 1.2 adding the CONCAT and DECONCAT DBMS built-in functions. Finally DBMS communication caching brings down the CPU ratio to 0.96. The study was repeated for write requests and results are reported in Figure 4 (b). The write performance lags read performance. It is because for each logical write IO, SVL needs to first read the physical pages into buffer pool in addition to the physical page writes.
Varying IO sizes
To understand the impact of IO size, we collected the CPU usage and latency for a single IO with size 8, 48, 88, ..., 248 blocks. The results are collected by mixing read IOs and write IOs with the same IO size from the BYU trace distribution. For all cases, an IO request always aligns with the first row. The CPU ratio for various IO sizes for the fully optimized SVL solution is shown in Figure 5 . SVL consumes at most 18% more CPU than VSD, which exhibits a very small performance gap. When IO size increases, the CPU ratio rises up and drops down. A simple calculation explains why. The number of blocks in an IO request, i.e. 8, 48, 88, 128, 168, 208, 248 , modulo the number block in a row, which is 15, results in 8, 3, 13, 8, 3, 13, 8, respectively . The smaller the result after modulo operation, the bigger overhead due to un-alignment in the last row. The impact of unalignment in the last row diminishes when IO size becomes very large. The cpu ratio for 8 block IO is much smaller than that of 48 blocks. It is because for IO sizes greater than 48 blocks, the DB2 prefetcher is started after our DBMS detects a pattern of sequential IO access. Therefore, the prefetcher contributes to extra CPU costs for IOs greater than 48 blocks. The latency ratio is reported in Figure 6 . Figure 6 (a) shows that the read latency ratio decreases when IO size increases. It is because the DB2 IO prefetcher is more effective when IO size goes up. The effect shown in CPU test is offset by the effect of cache hit due to asynchronous read IOs. Therefore, for IOs accessing more than 48 blocks, SVL outperforms VSD. Figure 6(b) shows that the write latencies first drops down, then slightly goes up when IO size increases. Again, IO latency ratio first decreases due to prefetcher. It goes up because VSD optimizes write performance better for large IOs.
Varying the IO traces
We report the CPU consumption for all the four traces in Figure 7 . For BYU trace, SVL consumes almost the same amount of CPU time as VSD. US2 shows that SVL consumes 17% more CPU than VSD. For WebSearch3 trace, SVL outperformed the VSD solution by 8% mainly because it is a read workload. It was approximately 12% worse for the SPC Financial2 trace. The average CPU time of SVL over the four traces is only about 6% more than VSD.
The latency results for all traces are reported in Table 4 . The latency is collected by running all the read or write IOs in a trace. The numbers of read and write IO requests and the latency ratios of DBMS over VSD are listed respectively for each trace. For BYU, US2 and WebSearch3, the read latency of DBMS is comparable to that of VSD. For Financial2, DBMS consumes 16% more time to process all the read requests. Since Financial2 consists of IOs with small sizes, it does not benefit from block accumulation. The write latencies of DBMS are 13% to 40% more than that of VSD. It is consistent with the results of CPU usage. Overall, the results show that DBMS performance and VSD performance are comparable.
Experimental Results for Compressed Blocks
In this section, we study the performance of SVL when blocks have variable length due to compression.
Hardware is known to compress data effectively at the rate of 1/4 or less CPU cycles/byte (c/b) [21] . Because we did not have access to compression hardware, we have simulated the cost of compression. In our compression simulation, we assume 50% savings in bytes for a block subject to compression 2 . Our analysis begins from an idealized cost of 0 cycles/byte for compression and uncompression. We further examine the CPU cost for various finite compression costs before drawing conclusions. We created s a regular DBMS table indexed on the block.number column and set the DBMS page size to be 4KB.
Impact of DBMS Optimizations is studied, using the same set of traces as earlier. The techniques discussed earlier were applied accumulatively. The performance improvements are illustrated in Figure 8 Figure 4 (a), for each optimization strategy, the CPU ratio for using compression is not always smaller than that without compression. It is because with compression, we introduce extra index access cost. Impact of different IO sizes is shown in Figure 9 and Figure 11 respectively for computational overhead and latency. Figure 9 depicts that CPU ratio varies when IO sizes change. However, there is an overall improvement in the average IO CPU cost, compared to the results shown in Figure 5 . It's basically because compression reduces CPU time waiting for IOs. In Figure 11 (a), the DBMS read latency for all IO sizes is smaller than VSD read latency. In Figure 11 (b), the DBMS write latency is about the same as VSD write latency. The improvement is mainly because compression reduces the IO size.
The CPU usage for all traces is calculated, by repeating the same study, and the results are summarized in Figure 12 . It also gives the average performance for the four traces. Overall, there is a 8% improvement due to the optimization strategies and less data after compression.
Cost of compression is further studied by assuming m CPU cycles consumed per uncompressed byte. We estimate the CPU time for various compression speeds by simply adding the cycles needed for compression to the experimentally observed average CPU cost from Figure 12 . The increment of CPU ratio is linear as shown in Figure 10 . Compression speeds not exceeding 2c/b will be most desirable as the estimated average CPU ratio is not higher than 1. Table 5 : Latency ratio for all traces IO latency is reported in Table 5 as the ratio of DBMS latency with compression over VSD latency. For all traces, the latency ratios of most read or write requests with compression are smaller than that without compression (shown in Table 4 ). That is because compression reduces IO size and hence saves IO time, although it needs extra time for index access to get to the data page. On the other hand, Table 5 shows that the cost of using index has been reduced effectively by exploiting index direct access.
Space Overhead
We set out to manage 8,000,000 512B blocks in the BYU example. The minimum needed storage would be 4,096,000 bytes. Our uncompressed SVL solution without block accumulation required less than 14% extra space. When we accumulated 15 blocks into one record, the space overhead dropped below 7%. Our compressed SVL solution could have taken 50% of the space at best. In our experiment, without block accumulation, it took less than 60% of the space. A large amount of the overhead was due to the space used by the index on the block.number column. The space needed for the index reduced by more than a factor of 10 when we accumulated 15 blocks into one record. The total space consumed was less than 54%. Thus instead of getting the ideal 50% space savings, we got 46% space savings, due to DBMS overheads. Details are summarized in Table 6 . The first column contains the access method, number of blocks per row and page size. In summary, we conclude that the embedded DBMS solution space overhead is reasonable. The sources of space overhead are not specific to the workloads represented by the IO traces, and they would remain substantially similar for the other three traces.
Conclusion and Future Work
The opportunity for traditional DBMS is being chipped away from multiple directions. To remain viable, traditional DBMSs need to rapidly expand their applicability to new areas. Unfortunately a big opportunity will be lost, if we continue to put little or no effort in examining what it would take to support less sophisticated data types. There can be files and blocks, along with their "query languages", more commonly thought of as access protocols, NFS and SCSI, etc. There has been no prior DBMS research examining what is needed to support and manage storage systems, which consists of essentially fixed size uninterpreted bytes.
In this paper, we implement block virtualization using an embedded DBMS and demonstrate its viability for the first time. We present our design of a light-weight embedded DBMS and the corresponding table schema and interface for block virtualization. Techniques, including a new aggregation function, communication buffer caching, and DBMS tuning approaches are developed. System performance, represented by CPU consumption and latency, is improved by over an order of magnitude for the embedded DBMS block virtualization solution. The overall performance of our embedded DBMS solution is comparable to a commercial block virtualization engine while it delivers more functionalities required by the storage systems. Storage compression and encryption are also implemented easily by exploiting existing DBMS functionalities. Our future work is to extend the current system and have it function in a fully distributed environment. System overhead across network should be identified and the embedded DBMS will be further modified in order to reduce the overhead introduced by the network. We plan to demonstrate how embedded DBMS can provide support for scalable and consistent storage systems in large scale distributed environment. 
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